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What’s so great about 
e-newsletters?



“Newsletters are clicking 
because readers have grown 
tired of the endless stream of 

information on the Internet, and 
having something finite and 

recognizable show up in your 
inbox can impose order on  

all that chaos.”  

- David Carr, New York Times, 
2014






The inbox is the executive’s news home page

*Stats from Quartz Global Executives study 



Newsletters drive 
engagement





“…91 percent of all US 
consumers still use e-mail 

daily.”

- McKinsey & Company survey, 2012



Your readers’ inboxes are like 
their homes and subscribers 

have invited you in. 



How to make your 
newsletter stand out



Provide value for your 
readership































Create a niche/ 
solve a problem





“We soon realized three things:  
Reading the news is time consuming;  
wanting to read the news is a hobby;  

lastly, not everyone has the time or interest.”  
- the Skimm 







From: Epicurious Cook This Now epicurious@email2.epicurious.com
Subject: Make Flavor-Packed Bolognese in Less Than 15 Minutes

Date: February 18, 2016 at 11:59 PM
To: kat.tancock@gmail.com

 
Tropical recipes for winter, how to make fresh mozzarella, and more. If you are unable to see the message below,

click here to view.  

COOK THIS NOW

 Chorizo Bolognese with
Buffalo Mozzarella  

 
Using chorizo in place of beef means this cheater's Bolognese is ready in

less than 15 minutes (but still packed with flavor).
 



7 steps to launching/
improving your e-

newsletter



1. Review your list



2. Make it easy to sign 
up











3. Make it easy to 
unsubscribe







4.Create a plan for the 
content











5. Evaluate the design 
and optimize for mobile



• 68% of Canadians owned a mobile 
phone in 2014 

• Smartphone ownership is 
increasing by 24% year over year

Source: Catalyst Canada 



6. Grow your list



Businesses should ensure they obtain a consumer's 
consent prior to sending commercial electronic 

messages. They must properly identify themselves in 
the message and provide a functional way for the 

recipient to unsubscribe from receiving future 
commercial messages.

CASL



7. Test



What performs best? 
What performs worst?















Case study:



“We wanted to make something that we'd 
enjoy reading ourselves. That meant 

something chatty but substantive. It should 
point you toward some great things to 

read, but also be worth reading even if you 
don't click anything.” 

- Graham Scott, Deputy Editor, Canadian Business 









“Kickstart has a clear value proposition, but 
I believe one of the things that inspires 

loyalty is that it's not for everyone. It has a 
point of view and a sensibility, and if it's not 

for you, we don't want to badger you. 
That's not good for the reader or for the 

brand.” 

- Graham Scott, Deputy Editor, Canadian Business 



“This is literally the only thing I've ever worked on in 
publishing where people send "thank you" emails out of 

the blue. 

Here’s one from just last week: “I just wanted to say 
that of all the emails I get in a day, I look forward to 

yours the most each morning. [...]” 

- Graham Scott, Deputy Editor, Canadian Business 



Hook a reader on your 
newsletter and you’ll inspire 

loyalty to your brand.  





Subscribe: tavanberg.com 
facebook.com/tavanberg

@tavanberg

http://tavanberg.com
http://facebook.com/tavanberg


Thank you!

Questions?


